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Abstract
The aim of the present study was to estimate ground reaction force (GRF) by means of a linear regression equation with
input data from footprints. It can be used to provide further information on locomotion of extinct mammals and/or early
humans, thus providing important knowledge about human bipedal locomotion evolution. Fossilized footprints contain
information about gait dynamics, but their interpretation is difficult, as they are a combined result of foot anatomy, gait
dynamics, and substrate properties. Several approaches are used for modeling and estimating data in biomechanics,
simple modeling is useful when trying to understand complex events. Force measurements were performed using a
force platform; at the same time a footprint was registered on a clay surface. From the measurements of length, width
and depth of the footprint it was possible to estimate body height (BH), body mass (BM) and vertical GRF peaks during
human walking. The main findings of the present study were two linear regression equations for estimation of GRF
peaks from footprint depths (R2=0.81, p<0.001; R2=0.56, p<0.001). This study accomplishes a first step to a fully
understanding of how to estimate GRF from footprint data, and have further application to locomotion evaluations from
fossilized footprints.
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1. Introduction
Human ancestral footprints such as the Laetoli footprints (Australopithecus afarensis), an early hominid whose fossils
were found in a near sediment layer, are usual and largely studied [1, 2]. The entire footprint trail is almost 27 m (88 ft)
long and includes impressions of about 70 early human footprints. Those footprints have important and unique
information and are very challenging to study, due to the complex interaction between weather and substrate. Several
approaches are used for modeling and estimating data in biomechanics, simple modeling is useful when trying to
understand complex events [3]. Data inputs such as stride length, duty factor (fraction of stride time at which only one
foot is in contact with the ground) and GRF patterns are used in order to understand locomotion [4]. Different methods
are used to study extinct species and to understand locomotion patterns, or even specific interplay between species, for
example, from data collected from bones [5] and utilizing several mathematical approaches [6].
An important source of pre historic information from extinct animals is their traces over the ground soil. These animals
or hominids had left behind precious information lying on their resting fossilized footprints [7]. By studying footprints,
paleontologists can learn about dinosaurs size [8] and whether it was an herbivore or a predator [9]; from foot shape
and/or the presence or absence of claws. Footprints may also give clues about the type of environment and climate
where the extant animals lived [6]. In the same way, through human footprints it is possible to understand the process of
evolution (e.g. reduced energy costs of locomotion in hominids) [10], [2]. Currently, criminal studies use footprint
analysis (length and width of the foot) as evidence for estimation of body size (e.g. stature, body weight). Several
studies support the relationship between gender, BM and BH, and the footprint pattern [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].
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However, most of the studies analyses pre-historic footprints on 2D features (length and width) [16]. But, the footprint
contains several 3D information such as volume and depth associated with surface deformation. The interaction
between ground surface and foot creates a plastic deformation. This plastic deformation depends on many factors, for
example, substrate mechanical properties (sediment composition, humidity and how the load was applied) [16], [17].
And the characteristics of this deformation depend on the force exerted by the human or animal during the support
phase.
The hypothesis of this study was that by means of a linear regression equation approach physical characteristics of
individuals can be predicted, as well as their GRF peaks, on a 3D footprints based approach (length, width and depth).
From footprints performed over a clay soil, we experimentally performed measurements of length, width and depth, and
associated this outcomes with GRFs data; by this means we sought to establish a mathematical relation between these
variables and to formulate a linear regression equation, which could be utilized to estimate mechanical work and energy
expenditure parameters from fossilized footprints and lead to a better knowledge on human evolution [18], [19].

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
This study is characterized as a cross-sectional quantitative comparison. The sample was composed of ten individuals
with average BM and BH of 67.21±11.21 kg and 1.73±0.08 m, respectively. Volunteers were healthy, without notable
asymmetries on lower limbs alignment and without history of orthopedic trauma. The experiments were carried out at
the Laboratory for Biomechanics of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil).

2.2. Data acquisition and processing
A rectangular wood rack (44.0x29.5x2.5cm) was constructed for footprint pattern collection and served to limit the
≈5kg clay content. Force plate (AMTI-OR6, Advance Mechanical Technology, Waterton, MA) and clay rack were
integrated to measure the footprint depth due to GRF action (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: (a) Force plate and wood rack filled with clay. (b) Footprint and measuring points: (1) Hallux depth: deepest point at the hallux area; (2)
Metatarsal depth: deepest point at the base of the metatarsal; (3) Calcaneus depth: deepest point at the heel area.

Initially the subjects were instructed to stand still over the force plate to record BM. Afterwards; we weighted the total
amount of clay together with wood rack, so we could extract the offset signal. The setup consisted of a 5 m long
walkway where the volunteers were instructed to walk at a self-select speed (SS), above and below SS. Each subject
performed 10 level walking trials over the force platform, after each walking trial a trained team of researchers
measured the footprint parameters. Trials were considered valid if the whole right foot touched the wood
rack+clay+force plate apparatus. After each trial, several linear measurements were executed in the footprint utilizing a
caliper rule (Tresna, EC16, Guilin Guanglu Measuring Instrument, and China):
1) Foot Length (FL): distance between the most prominent points at the heel to the most prominent point of longest toe,
following the direction of the longitudinal axis of the foot (cm) [20], [21].
2) Foot Width (FW): distance in centimetres between the most prominent point at the medial head of the 1º metatarsal
to the most prominent point at the lateral region of 5º metatarsal head (cm);
3) Calcaneus depth (Calcaneusdepth): deepest point at the heel area (cm);
4) Metatarsal depth (Metatarsaldepth): deepest point at the base of the metatarsal (cm);
5) Hallux depth (Halluxdepth): deepest point at the hallux area (cm).
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From footprint measurements it was possible to estimate subject’s BH applying Krishan (2008a; 2008b) equation.
Authors found a strong positive correlation between BH and FL and between BH and FW. In our study, the prediction
of BH was performed using as input data FW, as the following (Eq. 1):
(1)
BH  5.414  FW  120.951
Where BH is the body height (cm) and FW is foot width (cm).
For comparison reasons, BM was obtained using two equations from Krishan’s studies [14, 15]:
BM obtained from foot length (FL) measurement applying the following equation (Eq. 2):
(2)
BM  1.22  FL  37.75
BM obtained from foot width (FW) measurement applying the following equation (Eq. 3):
(3)
BM  2.86  FW  37.63
Where BM is body mass (kg), FL is foot length (cm) and FW is foot width (cm).
Equations (1, 2 and 3) described above are related to right foot measurements.
Data acquisition and analysis for GRF were performed with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz coupled to a signal
conditioner and A/D converter (16-bit, computer boards). For force plate data filtering a low-pass 4th order Butterworth
filter, cut-off frequency of 70 Hz was employed. The signals were then processed using SAD32 software (UFRGS,
Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil). A MATLAB™ 7.1 (Mathworks Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) mathematical routine was
constructed to data filtering and first and second GRF peaks extraction.
Finally, average horizontal velocities during trials were determined using a video analysis system (Digital Video for
Biomechanics 5.0, UNICAMP, São Paulo, Brazil). Which consisted of a video camera (JVC GR-DVL 9800 - JVC
Company of America, Wayne, New Jersey, USA), a spotlight, a 2D calibrator and a reflective marker fixed at the
subject’s neck. For BH measurements a stadiometer was employed (Wiso, 0cm-210cm, Santa Catarina, Brazil).

2.3. Linear regression equations
Calcaneus, metatarsals and hallux depth values and GRF peaks were the input data for the linear regression equations
construction. The first GRF peak (GRF1) was correlated with maximum depth for calcaneus region (Calcaneusdepth) and
the second GRF peak (GRF2) was correlated with summed maximum depth for metatarsal and hallux regions
(Metatarsaldepth and Halluxdepth, respectively). Our assumption was that the main actuators for GRF pattern, regarding
each foot sole region, were respectively: (i) heel for GRF1, and (ii) metatarsals and hallux for GRF2 [12].

3. Results
On average, SS speed was 1.36 m.s-1, speeds above and below SS speed were 1.72 m.s -1 and 1.04 m.s-1 respectively.
Table 1 shows the outcomes for BH and BM using the stadiometer and force plate, and estimated values obtained by the
regression equation proposed by Krishan [14], [15]. In average BM and BH predictions were ≈1, 0% and ≈1, 2% lower
than the experimental value, respectively.
Table 1: Experimental measurements of BH and BM and estimated by mathematical equations.

Subject
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10
MeanSD

BHFW
1.70
1.78
1.70
1.68
1.77
1.68
1.76
1.66
1.68
1.68
1.710.04

BH (m)
BHExperimental
1.74
1.90
1.74
1.63
1.81
1.63
1.76
1.67
1.77
1.65
1.730.09

BMFL
67.27
73.01
68.98
68.37
72.64
67.52
70.20
69.35
65.35
65.08
68.772.68

BM (kg)
BMFW
63.94
68.23
63.94
62.80
67.37
62.80
67.09
61.94
62.51
62.57
64.322.34

BMExperimental
63.90
91.83
62.87
55.78
81.32
59.03
68.03
68.39
68.92
51.98
67.2011.88

Note: Subject (S), Foot Lengh (FL) and Foot Width (FW). BHFW, BMFL and BMFW estimated by linear regression equations from Krishan 2008a and
2008b.

The linear regression equations for Calcaneusdepth and GRF1, and for Metatarsaldepth+Halluxdepth and GRF2 showed strong
(R2=0.81, p<0.001) and medium (R2=0.56, p<0.001) determination coefficients, respectively (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Relation between calcaneus maximum depth (Calcaneusdepth) and hallux+metatarsal maximum depths (Metatarsaldepth+Halluxdepth) and first
ground reaction force peak (GRF1) and second ground reaction force peak (GRF2).

Calcaneusdepth and Metatarsaldepth+Halluxdepth had signiﬁcant correlations with GRF1 and GRF2, respectively (Table 2).
Table 2: Pearson correlations and linear regression equations for GRF1 and GRF2 prediction

GRF peak
GRF1
GRF2

Determination coefficient (R2)
0.81*
0.56*

Linear regression equation
GRF1=232.227Calcaneusdepth + 492.227
GRF2=97.246(Halluxdepth+Metatarsaldepth) + 558.638

Note: GRF1 and GRF2 are the first and second GRF peaks in N; Calcaneusdepth, Metatarsaldepth and Halluxdepth in cm. *indicates significant interaction
between depth and GRF (p<0.001).

4. Discussion
Human evolution to a bipedal posture resulted in foot changes at structural and functional levels, and these changes are
associated with differences on GRFs. Studies showed a GRF pattern for homo sapiens which is different, when
compared to primates; while homo sapiens show two distinct GRF peaks during walking, primates have only one [22],
[2]. The measurement of GRFs has been an important tool to assess gait, and GRFs are considered as one of the most
important external forces acting on the human body. It is due its action that our body is able to initiate or modify body
movements. GRFs patterns have been used as a biomechanical parameter in a broad range of studies, including
diagnosis, clinics and sports. Each part of these curves has a meaning and a physical interpretation during gait cycle
[23]. Thus, the study of GRFs is an important biomechanical tool, and can provide accurate insights for human
locomotion studies, inclusive on an evolutional perspective. In the present study, correlation of GRF 1 and GRF2 with
footprint depths indicated a high and moderate determination coefficient, respectively. Thus, it is possible to estimate
GRF peaks by means of footprint depths measurements. With this data in hands, anthropologists and biomechanics
researchers could work together to a better understanding of pre-historic human locomotion.
In our study, BH and BM experimental data were very similar to predicted values by means of Krishna’s equations [14],
[15], besides the differences of the study population (South Brazilians versus Northern India Gujjars). The predictions
by means of linear regression equations showed similar results to the experimental data (≈1% sub estimation). This
outcome shad a light into the importance of such linear regression equations and the practical applicability of this type
of mathematical analysis. It is suggested that the linear regression equations obtained from this study can be applied to
future mathematical modeling of human and animal locomotion. It may be useful for a better understanding on animal
behavior and human locomotion evolution. With GRF data estimated from the depths of a human footprint, it is
possible to build a model for GRF through mathematical approaches (algebraic and/or Fourier series) [24]. Together
with other equations, such as BH and BM estimation equations, it is possible to obtain numeric data to use as input data
for mathematical modeling of locomotion, which could be implemented in the future and be utilized to estimate
mechanical work and energy expenditure during walking, for example.
Our study had as a main limitation the lack of a substrate mechanical properties analysis. Raichlen et al. [2] when
comparing footprints of subjects walking with knee/hip flexion and a more extended limb position observed that wetter
substrates lead to greater toe depths, regardless of gait. In the present study, besides the methodological difficulties on
the complex task to quantify substrate proprieties, the similarity of linear regression estimated GRF peaks with
experimental GRF data and the significant relation between variables are incontestable outcomes. One alternative is to
use GRF peaks differences, i.e. GRF1-GRF2. Thus, the substrate proprieties differences effect would be minimized and
more accurate results could be obtained regardless substrate humidity and composition.
Further studies should use a larger sample size and different walking speeds, our study only analyzed 3 different speeds.
Despite the difficulties in data collection and the complexity of substrate composition, this study suggests that there is a
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relation between GRF peak and footprint depth. Therefore, a mathematical model to predict the vertical GRF from
footprints would be theoretically possible.

5. Conclusion
Regression equations for determination of GRF1 and GRF2 from Calcaneusdepth and Metatarsaldepth+Halluxdepth in
modern human subjects have been formulated. These equations are of considerable significance for paleontologists and
biomechanics researchers as they could work together in order to better understand pre-historic human locomotion.
Together with other equations, such as BH and BM estimation equations, it is possible to obtain numeric data to use as
input data for mathematical modeling of locomotion, which could be implemented in the future and be utilized to
estimate mechanical work and energy expenditure during locomotion.
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